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From: Eric O'Malley 
Sent: Thursday, 28 July 2016 12:42 AM
To: Harding, Scott
Subject: Feed back on NBN to ACCC for ACCC invites feedback on NBN Co’s proposed Special 

Access Undertaking variation

Eric O'Malley 

 

 

 

 

 

Whom this may concern 

 

I am hoping this can be passed on to the ACCC for considerations over NBN co proposal. 

  

As a end user of the NBN FTTN customer on a 50mbps download speed /20Mbps upload speed since 

December 29th 2015 i wish to have a say on the technology roll out and any suggestions of pricing 

structure by NBN co and telecom companies, 

 

Firstly i am not impress with the FTTN delivery reason i will point dot 

 

1. I had to personal address an email to NBN Co Chairman to get the NBN rollout map updated and so 

end users could see what was going on in their regions . (like to say this is now regularly informed 

NBN rollout map over the last month well dun NBN Co Chairman) 

2. System frequency fails over the weekend (excuse given very but it is the fail of everyone involved 

to ensure does not happen in future) 

3. Once the internet goes does home phone is render useless (This should not be happening come 

about because of rushing NBN without backup) 

4. Telco using the excuse it end users modems even after replacing them with newer ones. 

5. No back meshing of the Network System which every tech head knows is a failure waiting to 

happen. 

6. Constant crosslines with other phone users in the area could be over come by checking field staffs 

work. 

7. My ISP provider which i wont name sale team was not aware they could not deliver 100Mbps 

download speeds / 40 Mbps uploads speeds to my premises due to lack of nodes at the exchange 

 i was actually informed by My ISP provider NBN tech supervisor after they 

contacted the field coordinator they could not deliver that plan. 

8. After connection to my current plan there was constant disruptions and line speeds drops original 

has a total line speed of 60mbps over 19 Mbps now it's varies between 59.6 mbps / 22 mbps and 

54 Mbps /20 mbps being going on for months no end in sight. 

9. Outages are frequent problems at night sometime i get the feeling techo staff are doing it to help 

increase modem sales.. 
10. Costing per disruption should be taken into consideration when factoring in any future 

charges that will be passed onto the end users which always happens after these sort 
of inquiries and submissions. 

11. Cant handle more than 4 devices for online gaming if someone hooks up with phone or 
ipad to watch youtube movies something the federal government stated would be improved 
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once the switch over from ADSL to NBN was connected in each region so far this has been 
the biggest disappointment i have seen. 

12. Government department like job networks and centrelink own websites are constantly 
falling over during the day here on the Central Coast since the NBN was turned on. 

13.  

Now considering the FTTN is a outdated technology it was around when i first under took my 
information technology training  in 2002  by 2006 was being rolled out even 
in New Zealand, they are now doing FTTP 

 

Majority of country are either bypassing FTTN now moving to the FTTW which is Fibre to the Wall 
socket connection giving speeds, service reliability and stability even Microsoft plans to roll out a 
10 Gigabyte fibre line under the ocean bed in around 2018.  
 

In a nutshell the current NBN rollout is not delivering stability and reliability with speeds, latency, 
lineage which is all over the place to warrant price increases for many of the telco's industries. 
 

As for new incorporation of technology to deliver faster services i am concern end users already 
hooked up will miss out once again as from government statements this will be reserved for newer 
premises and premises not already hooked to the NBN. 
 

Nbn co has dun great job in getting area hooked up but at what expensive to reliability and service 
ability for end customers i would have like to seen NBN co taken another 3 years to ensure i was 
actually hooked up to FTTP with back meshing technology so when one node or server goes 
down the broken pathway could use alternate route. 
 

I do not blame Telcom or NBN co the sole blame for this lies at the foot of government who has no 
forward thinking and planning for Australia future in any sector other than looking after there 
pockets this goes for all mps in all parties. 
 

Overall FTTB, FTTN, FTTdp, HFC are all outdated services by 6 years and we need to move pass 
this and get on with FTTW, better wireless deliver and satellite this is where Australia need to be 
head and this is where telco, NBN co and this inquires should be pressing the issues.  
 

Cost once the service is in place it pays for itself cause if end users are happy they will pay for it 
and show loyalty if the price are reasonable to one budget is also a factor but overall currently i 
myself am thinking excuse the language here pissing off the NBN in its current form cost it is 
not worth the cost for what i am getting at presence.  
 

Thank you for your time in reading my email i hope you will bring my views to all telco's, NBN Co 
and the government itself and stride to move pass the budget restraints deliver Australia the 
service our future Business owners, workers, students and home users need. 
 

Eric O'Malley. 
 

This is the current modem reading. 
 

DSL Status  
Up 

DSL Uptime  
2days 16hours 31min 3sec 

DSL Type  
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VDSL2 

DSL Mode  
Fast 

Maximum Line rate  
 20.46 Mbps  59.88 Mbps 

Line Rate  
 20.49 Mbps  54.99 Mbps 

Data Transferred  
 3415.99 MBytes  2098.1 MBytes 

Output Power  
 13.9 dBm  8.4 dBm 

Line Attenuation  
 5.9, 33.5, 51.1,N/A,N/A dB  15.6, 42.2, 63.3 dB 

Noise Margin  
 5.7 dB  7.8 dB 
 
 
 
 
 

 




